Rivers in the sky can inundate rivers on the ground and cause them to burst their banks.
Martin Ralph of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Boulder, Colorado, and his co-workers have found that all seven of the floods on the Russian River in northern California since 1997 coincided with the appearance of narrow streams of warm, humid air dubbed atmospheric rivers. For example, a moist corridor of air about 2,000 kilometres long flowing northeast into California from the Pacific Ocean, spotted in satellite microwave images, fed a flood-inducing storm in February 2004. Sometimes the atmospheric rivers triggered floods, sometimes they didn't -but floods were never triggered without one, say the researchers.
GEOPHYSICS

Earth wobble
Geophys. Res. Lett. 33, L13303 (2006) Tiny wobbles in the Earth's axis of rotation are caused by changes in weather patterns (pictured right), say Sébastien Lambert of the Royal Observatory of Belgium in Brussels and his colleagues.
Like a spinning top, the Earth's axis of rotation changes as it spins. Two cycles, lasting hundreds of days, dominate the movement of the pole. But when these cycles cancel each other out, smaller motions can be tracked.
Using Global Positioning System data, Lambert and his colleagues saw tiny changes, of less than a metre over four months, in the position of the pole. After examining weather data from the same period, the team concludes that the movement is driven by the appearance of regions of high and low atmospheric and oceanic pressure.
IMMUNOLOGY
Friend or foe
Nature Immunol. doi:10.1038 Immunol. doi:10. /ni1362 (2006 Telling an enemy soldier from an ally often relies on recognizing the uniform he wears. Now, researchers in Japan say the immune system does something similar to stop itself from attacking the 'friendly' bacteria that live in our guts.
A team led by Shizuo Akira of Osaka University showed in mice that a subset of immune cells found in the gut, known as lamina propria cells, express a receptor called TLR5. This recognizes the protein flagellin, found on the outer structures of diseasecausing bacteria, and prompts the cells to trigger an immune response. But unlike some immune cells elsewhere in the body, lamina propria cells lack the TLR4 receptor, which recognizes the common bacterial molecule lipopolysaccharide. This combination lets them ignore helpful bacteria in the gut and target harmful ones.
NEUROBIOLOGY
Deadly dose causes Down's
Neuron 51, 21-28; 29-42 (2006) What causes the learning difficulties in people with Down's syndrome? Even though An eye for snakes J. Hum. Evol. 51, 1-35 (2006) Why are children more frightened of rarely seen snakes than everyday hazards such as live electrical sockets and speeding cars? The answer might lie in the evolution of the primate visual system, speculates Lynne A. Isbell of the University of California, Davis.
Venomous snakes have a long, shared evolutionary history with primates, especially catarrhines -the Old World monkeys and apes, which includes humans. A proposed adaptation to be wary of snakes correlates with the expansion of those regions of the brain most associated with vigilance, learning, memory and fear, as well as binocular vision and a sugar-rich diet that allowed the brain to work faster. Whereas other mammals responded to snakes with physiological resistance to their venoms, catarrhines evolved to detect their enemy before the strike.
Tarun Kapoor The Rockefeller University, New York
Cell division has gained an extra dimension, says a cell biologist.
Seven summers back, I was at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, studying the size and shape of the cell-division apparatus.
When a cell splits into two, its chromosomes are segregated by a structure called the mitotic spindle. This is made from microtubules, focussed together at each end of the spindle, which serve as tracks for the chromosomes to move along.
The components of the mitotic spindle are now mostly known, but it remains unclear how it selforganizes into a structure of the proper shape and size. One hypothesis invokes a second scaffolding -a non-microtubule 'spindle matrix'.
In the Cell Division Group at Woods Hole, we were using highresolution microscopy to track the transport and polymerization of tubulin, the constituent of microtubules. It was difficult to explain our findings if microtubules alone determined the spindle size.
Inspired by these studies, I focussed on Eg5, a motor protein needed for the spindle to assume its bipolar shape. Imaging of Eg5 dynamics provided additional evidence for a non-microtubule spindle component. However, we were unable to obtain direct evidence for the spindle matrix, and my continued work on Eg5 provided more straightforward explanations for how it may function.
Since then, another team has proposed that a nuclear protein, lamin B, may be a component of the elusive spindle matrix (M. Y. Tsai et al. Science 311, 1887-1893; 2006) . The lamin B structures they describe recruit proteins important for spindle assembly, including Eg5. This adds a new dimension to the study of mitosis. Examining the properties of the lamin matrix and its interplay with microtubulebased structures will keep researchers busy for some time.
JOURNAL CLUB
there are hundreds of genes on the extra chromosome 21 that causes the condition, the answer could be surprisingly simple, say researchers.
Working in mice, a team led by Ahmad Salehi of Stanford University, California, has found that an overdose of just one protein made by a gene on chromosome 21 is enough to trigger the death of neurons important for cognition. The extra protein, APP, disrupts the function of another protein called NGF that controls how neurons develop connections with each other.
Meanwhile, Susan Dorsey and Lino Tessarollo of the National Cancer Institute in Frederick, Maryland, and their colleagues studied a receptor for an NGF-related protein called BDNF. The receptor comes in two versions, and increased levels of one kind led to increased neuronal death. Similar processes could be at work in neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer's disease, the teams say.
PLANETARY PHYSICS
Picture planets
Astrophys. J. (in the press); preprint at http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0601092 (2006) Astronomers have come up with a method that they claim can sketch the surface of an extrasolar planet.
In a paper to appear in Astrophysical Journal, Peter Williams of the Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and his colleagues propose using the infrared Spitzer Space Telescope to image an eclipse of an extrasolar planet. Rather than watching the planet pass in front, the team will look for the loss of heat emitted by the planet as it goes behind the star.
The rate at which the brightness drops will vary if the surface of the planet is uneven, and with sufficient analysis, the authors claim it may be possible to see planetary features.
COSMOLOGY
Forwards to the past Phys. Rev. D 73, 123527 (2006) We're looking at how the Universe formed the wrong way around, say theoretical physicists.
Instead of trying to second-guess conditions at the start of the Universe and modelling how this affected its subsequent evolution, we should instead start with the Universe we observe today and work backwards, to see what initial conditions might have existed at its birth.
Stephen Hawking of Cambridge University, UK, and Thomas Hertog of CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, argue that we can't control the initial conditions of the Universe, or observe its evolution many times over. Instead, scientists should base their calculations on scenarios whose beginnings are left unspecified, but that obey constraints in force later in the Universe's development. These constraints include the dimensionality and geometry of the Universe we observe today. Evolved backwards, such a scheme admits several alternative histories for the Universe.
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
Ebola spread
Curr. Biol. 16, R489-R491 (2006) Ebola virus infections can spread through gorilla populations more easily than previously thought, according to researchers who have carried out the first study of an outbreak in the animals.
Since 2001, Damien Caillaud of Rennes and Montpellier Universities in France and his colleagues had been studying a population of about 400 western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) in OdzalaKokoua National Park, Republic of Congo. Ebola struck in 2004.
Gorillas live in social units of family groups and solitary males, and the team found that the virus killed some 97% of group-dwelling individuals. But it also spread unexpectedly easily between social units, including solitary males -of which 77% were killed (such as Boniface, pictured above). Overall, 95% of the population disappeared in one year.
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